
FACILITATING CLOUD TRANSITION

Hybrid model



Hybrid cloud is a cloud computing environment that uses a mix of on-premises, private cloud and third-party, public cloud services with
syncronization between the two platforms. By allowing workloads to move between private and public clouds as computing needs and costs
change, hybrid cloud gives businesses greater flexibility and more data deployment options.

WHAT IS HYBRID CLOUD?

Establishing a hybrid cloud requires the availability of:

• A public infrastructure as a service (IaaS) platform, such as Amazon Web Services, IBM
Cloud services, Microsoft Azure or Google Cloud Platform;

• The construction of a private cloud, either on premises or through a hosted private cloud
provider;

• And adequate wide area network (WAN) connectivity between those two environments.
However, an enterprise has no direct control over the architecture of a public cloud, so, for
a hybrid cloud deployment, it must architect its private cloud to achieve compatibility with
the desired public cloud or clouds.
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SIMPLE´s hybrid cloud services allows studios implementing their own pipeline using our
configurable pipeline manager tool ( API ) within their local workstations and syncronized into
SIMPLE´S cloud. That way the studio continues using their local infraestructure benefiting
from a configurable pipeline with the possibility to expand transparently into the cloud.
SIMPLE´s hybrid cloud computing enables studios to deploy an on-premises private cloud to 
host sensitive or critical workloads, and use a third-party public cloud provider to host less-
critical resources. Is also particularly valuable for dynamic or highly changeable workloads. 
For example, during crunch times around project delivery using cloud bursting to access
additional computing resources when computing demands spike.

SIMPLE´S HYBRID CLOUD
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* Software license servers 1 and 2 are valid serving licenses to customer local Workstations and cloud vWorkstations.

**In this example we are showing Dallas acting as the secondary site and both Frankfurt and Tokyo data centers as additional access sites. However any of the

three locations ( Dallas/Tokyo/Frankfurt) could act as customer secondary site and the remaining two as additional access sites. Extending to Simple´s cloud

will only be necessary whenever you require additional users to access from remote locations.
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